
Greener Choices for the Kitchen and Dining Room: Part 2

Imprint Comfort Mat

The Imprint Comfort Mat is an amazing, eco-
friendly addition to any kitchen. It's an
ergonomic anti-fatigue floor mat that cushions
your feet, alleviating back and foot pain when
standing on a hard surface for extended
periods of time.

Imprint makes the mats from
an environmentally friendly,
non-toxic material that's
treated with an antimicrobial
agent that makes it resistant to mold and
mildew.

The mats don't use any phthalates,
formaldehyde or other toxic heavy metals in
production, and they carry a 7-year warranty.

I'm someone who spends long hours in the kitchen standing on tile floor, and I adore the
squishy, comfy anti-fatigue cushioning technology. You can literally see the "imprint" of your
feet in the mat, and you can clean up any spills with plain soap and water.

The Imprint Comfort Mat comes in several sizes, color options and textures, so there's
something for every décor!

{shop now}

Food Wash & Dryer Kit

According to EAT CLEANER™, simply
rinsing the foods you eat isn't enough
to protect from the potential of
foodborne illness. Water isn't
necessarily effective in removing
waxes and bacteria from the exterior
of foods.

EAT CLEANER™ is an all-natural, lab-
tested food cleaner that washes off
surface contaminants, pesticides,
waxes and organic particles. It can be
used for processed meats, seafood
and poultry in addition to produce.

The all-natural formula features ingredients that are Generally Recognized As Safe by the
FDA and don't impart any taste or odors to food. Plus, EAT CLEANER™ uses low-impact
packaging like recyclable plastic bottles, compostable wipes and concentrate refills.

The Wash & Dryer Kit is a great way to get started, since it contains the Fresh Produce
Wash, the Vegetable Scrub Brush and the Strainer Basket. You can also purchase EAT
CLEANER™ products individually.

{shop now}

Meshy hotSACKS

Next time you're at the farmers' market or
grocery store, use Meshy hotSACKS for your
produce or bulk items instead of those
disposable plastic produce bags.
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disposable plastic produce bags.

These reusable mesh bags are fully recyclable
and are made from 100% polyethylene resin.
Each bag is strong enough to hold a dozen
apples!

Meshy hotSACKS come in sets of 8 bags and
come in orange, purple, blue and green.

{shop now}

Compost System

The newly introduced SOLON™
Compost System from BLANCO is a
sleek and stylish recycled stainless
steel in-counter system for collecting
organic waste.

The SOLON™ installs into any
countertop (usually next to a sink)
with a virtually seamless appearance
and has a lid with a hygienic neoprene
seal to contain odors.

Simply collect organic waste like egg
shells, vegetable peels, coffee
grounds, etc., inside and let the

composting begin!

SOLON™ is easy to clean and dishwasher safe, as well as an elegant but eco-friendly addition
to your kitchen.

{learn more}

Corkologie™ Wine Rack

Wine lovers certainly appreciate cork,
and now they can store and display
their bottles with a wine rack made
exclusively from natural cork.

The Corkologie™ Wine Rack is modular,
so you can continue to expand as
your collection grows.

Cork is sustainable, plentiful
(especially in Portugal), 100%
recyclable and biodegradable, and
supportive (providing jobs for more
than 100,000 people in Portugal alone
and supporting other eco-systems

around the globe).

In short, Cork is Cool™ - and these wine racks are nothing short of unique.

{learn more}

See more green choices in Part 1
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